
Characters D6 / Caysin Bog (Humanoid Cyborg Mercenary)

Name: Caysin Bog

Homeworld: Teres Lutha Minor

Died: c. 3 ABY, Hivebase-1

Species: Humanoid

Gender: Male

Skin color: Fair

Cybernetics: Around neck, Legs and lower abdomen

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 3D

        Blaster: 5D+2

        Brawling Parry: 4D+2

        Dodge: 5D

PERCEPTION: 2D

        Search: 4D+2

        Persuasion: 4D

KNOWLEDGE: 2D

        Planetary Systems: 5D

        Streetwise: 3D

        Survival: 4D

STRENGTH: 3D

        Brawling: 5D

        Climbing/Jumping: 4D

MECHANICAL: 2D

        Repulsorlift Operation: 5D

TECHNICAL: 2D+2

        First Aid: 5D

        Medicine; Cybernetic Maintenance: 4D

CYBERNETICS:

        Sensors: Human Range.

        Vocoder: Humanoid Sounding

        Replacement Legs: Stamina+2D, Running+1D.

EQUIPMENT

        CREDITS - 180

                Rugged Clothing, Blaster Rifle (4D) with Bayonet (Str+1D)

FORCE SENSITIVE N

FORCE POINTS 1



DARK SIDE POINTS 0

CHARACTER POINTS 3

Description: Caysin Bog was a humanoid male from the high-gravity world of Teres Lutha Minor. He was

blown apart in an insurgency strike on the moon Jedha, only to be surgically pieced back together by a

surgeon calling himself "Roofoo." Bog was present in Jedha City in 0 BBY and witnessed an attack by

the Partisans on an Imperial patrol shortly before the city was destroyed by the Galactic Empire's Death

Star superweapon.

Bog managed to avoid being killed by the Death Star and following the Battle of Yavin, he was working

as a mercenary with his lover Tam Posla. The pair accepted a job from the Son-tuul Pride crime

syndicate to travel to the planet Skako Minor under the command of Doctor Chelli Aphra. Once on the

world, the mercenary group was led into an Imperial trap by the Skakoan Hallio Bas; however, Aphra

managed to kill Bas and the Imperials with an exploding tooka.

The group then made their way inside the lab, where they were attacked by another group of Imperials

led by Magna Tolvan. The arrival of the Imperials triggered the awakening of a chthonic worm god, that

then attacked Bog and his allies. After the mercenary droideka Dek-Nil killed the beast by collapsing the

roof of the lab, Bog and the others looted the lab and then returned to their shuttle.

After discovering their memories they were searching for was stored in Hivebase-1, Aphra led the

mercenaries to the rebel flight school. They attempted to sway General Hera Syndulla about their "plan",

but she locked them away. Although they managed to break out, Bog and the others stayed in their cells

to win Syndulla's trust and she became willing to listen to their plan. Bog, though, released an array of

pistols from his neck compartment, allowing the mercenary Sister Six to stun the rebels. They then

kidnapped Syndulla, much to Posla's disgust, and flew away.

On the way to Hivebase-1, Aphra fixed Bog's diagnostics, while implanting a contingency order into him

as a means of prompting Posla to fight for them. They arrived at Hivebase-1 pretending to be trading

Syndulla with the Imperials there. Aphra, however, lured in the flight school to distract the defenses and

they infiltrated the complex undetected. Although their presence was unknown at first, it was given away

while inspecting they were inspecting frozen prototypes, which were then defrosted. Aphra activated

Bog's contingency order to have him run into the firing line so Posla could attack the prototypes. Bog died

in the process.

Personality and traits

Whatever skin Bog had left after his cybernetic reconstruction was fair in color. He entered into a same-

sex relationship with the mercenary Tam Posla and upon meeting Aphra warned her not to disturb his

lover as he was listening to what Bog referred to as "his happy tunes". While on Skako Minor, Bog

informed Posla of Aphra's criminal history.

Bog and Posla became bounty hunters in order to raise funds to take down Dr. Cornelius Evazan, the

man who had turned Bog into a cyborg. Bog refused to kill a fleeing stormtrooper despite orders from

Rexa Go, since he was not being paid per kill he made on the mission and the Imperial had broken no



law. He and Posla also refused to fight against the chthonic worm god that they encountered in Tambor's

laboratory, as it was not covered in their contract. When Sister Six declared that Posla and Bog were

crazy while they hid from the god, Bog chastised her and claimed that knowing what mattered the most

was more important than sanity.

Equipment

Following his cybernetic reconstruction, Bog lacked a head, instead having orange and white cybernetics

built around his neck. His legs and lower abdomen were also replaced with cybernetics, which left a

portion of his guts exposed around his waist. Bog carried a blaster while on Jedha, and had a bayonet

attached to the weapon while on Skako Minor. 
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